Putting is a science rather than an art. The closer you can come to sound mechanics in putting method the more putts you hole.

Horton Smith, Johnny Revolta, Denny Shute and Mac Smith were the best putters I have seen.

My putting has stood up. I have checked with doctors in striving to get the anatomy of my putting basically sound.

Rhythm and power (touch) can go bad in putting unless your method is organized and you are constantly careful.

I have had only 5 putters. The only time to change putters is when you are putting well, then you can make an intelligent change.

My putting and chipping grip has my hands opposed with the palms about facing skyward. In this way the wrists won't roll.

The “croquet” style of putting has binocular vision to recommend it; you can see the line to the hole better but you don’t have the touch.

My putting and chipping stance is square. Weight is balanced on both feet. The shaft of the putter is in a vertical plane. The face of the putter is squarely across the line of the putt. The ball is in the middle of the stance.

Chip shots are just like putts except the ball is in the middle of the stance.

Keep elbows close to the sides but not locked and chip with the arms rather than the wrists.

I don’t care much whether the grip for the chip shots is interlock, overlap or reverse overlap.

About 60 per cent of my weight is on my left foot when I am putting or chipping.

My putting grip with the hands separated for shorter putts (less than 10 feet) was adopted after careful check of 2000 putts.

My method for the shorter putts is to hold the putter with the left hand against the body as the connection of the pendulum. My right hand is down about at the bottom end of the leather.

If Snead had used this grip for shorter putts he would have been unbeatable.

Rod Munday some years ago had a hot spell putting crosshanded. I will try that if I again have trouble with the longer putts as the crosshanded method is fine for touch.

Pro fitting gives the customer something “for free” that he can’t get elsewhere.

Don’t expect that you are going to be able to sell unless you give selling a lot of study and effort. The automats have the slot but until you put a dime in you aren’t eating.

Trade-ins take away from your profit. In taking trade-ins too many of us allow the other guy to sell us more than we sell him.

You haven’t made a penny until you’ve paid all the bills you owe to the guys you bought the stuff from.

Don’t waste time trying to get a fellow to buy what he hasn’t got the money to pay for. Keep thinking and looking for the live ones with money that you ought to have in return for doing them the favor of improving their golf.

Hahn, “Traveling Salesman for Pros,” Suggests Plain Talk

Paul Hahn returned from an exhibition tour to Australia, India, Siam, Hong Kong and other South Pacific points only a few hours before his appearance at the PGA annual meeting. The colored motion pictures he planned to show were held in Melbourne on an export technicality.

The Hahn picture when it does arrive will be made available for PGA sectional meetings. It is a 1200 ft. color sound film.

In the absence of the South Pacific golf travel film, Hahn showed the interesting and instructive “Tee Topnotchers” picture Columbia Pictures made at Desert Inn, Las Vegas, Nev. Wilbur Clark and Howard Capps cooperated on the film. Incidentally, the film clearly shows in slow motion a number of instruction points that pros want their pupils to understand.

In his talk at the PGA teaching session, Hahn, who does strong and discreet public relations work for pros during his exhibitions, says ques-
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